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Angie Arnold's persistent vocalize and powerfully aery soft interweave undeniably aroused songs that

chronicle a journey of the soul. 11 MP3 Songs POP: Piano, POP: with Live-band Production Letting Go

Songs Details: Angie's songs are pieces of her heart...rhythmic, soulful, honest, and breath-enabling. Her

passion and perspective touch those on the path between love and fear. Retrace these steps with her,

and listen for the echoes of your own quest along the way. "Letting Go" was born in a small digital studio

in her second bedroom. The recent years had brought much beauty, truth, pain, fear, scars, hope, and

love into Angie's world, and all of these things needed an outlet. In the quiet small hours of the night, she

sat by the light of the computer monitor and a few candles...hit "record" on the system...and simply

opened up her soul and captured it on disc. She didn't edit what came out of mouth and her fingers, she

didn't try to write for anyone but herself - she gave herself up to the purity and honesty of what was in the

core of her being. She grew to love the songs that were in truth pieces of herself, and knew that her

second album was written...and needed to be released. She also knew that to make this a reality, she

needed someone who understood her perspective and passion, who possessed both the artistry and

craftmanship to breathe life into the recordings, and who had the dedication and patience to pursue the

project to its conclusion. Enter Randy Brock in the triple role of drummer/percussionist/guitarist, producer,

and mix engineer. His elegant, deceptively simple drum lines and incredible attention to nuance are

showcased on every track of the new album.
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